
From: Emily Bremer
To: "Elizabeth Neiman"
Cc: "Patricia Griffin"; Scott Cooper; "Fran Schrotter"
Subject: RE: FOR REVIEW: ANSI Legal Issues Forum discussion questions
Date: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 2:36:00 PM
Attachments: LIF 2012 discussion questions REVIEW (ESB Comments) [9-18-12].docx

Thank you, Elizabeth. 
 
The questions look great!  My comments and suggestions are attached in redline.  The changes I
made are for the most part just about word choice and my own personal preference for not using
acronyms unless they’re readily and ubiquitously understood.  In reviewing this, I was trying to think
about how I would naturally ask the question and how it would be easiest for me to refer to the
written questions during the course of the event. 
 
There are only a couple of substantive tweaks and questions (the latter in comment bubbles).  If I
made any changes that cause problems, or if my comments suggest any misunderstanding of the
questions, please just let me know.
 
Best,
Emily
 

From: Elizabeth Neiman [mailto:eneiman@ansi.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 1:48 PM
To: Emily Bremer
Cc: Patricia Griffin; Scott Cooper; Fran Schrotter
Subject: FOR REVIEW: ANSI Legal Issues Forum discussion questions
 
Dear Emily,
 
Hope you’re doing well! As promised, attached please find some discussion questions that we have
drafted for the ANSI Legal Issues Forum. Please take a look and let me know if you have any
comments or modifications.
 
I would like to distribute the latest version of this document to our panelists before the

teleconference on the 27th, so they can best prepare themselves both for that preparatory

discussion and for the event itself on October 10th.
 
Many thanks! We look forward to your feedback.
 
Best,
Liz
 
 
Liz Neiman
Director of Communications and Public Relations
American National Standards Institute
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ANSI Legal Issues Forum 2012

Moderated Discussion Questions





General Questions for All Panelists



· What kinds of things do SDOs already do to make their standards available? Is this enough?



· Why don’t SDOs just change their business model? Companies are forced to do that all the time and they survive. Just look at the music industry. 



· If standards and codes were given away for free, how much impact would thatwhat would the impact really have be on the U.S. standardization system? Wouldn’t everyone just adapt? 



· What if the U.S. government just develops its own standards? This doesn’t seem to be an issue in other countries.



· What if the government pays SDOs for all standards that it incorporates by reference?



· Why is the protection of theprotecting intellectual property in standards so important? Is it just about the money?



· How does your organization define reasonable availability? 



· How should agencies and regulated parties handle secondary and tertiary references to standards be handled?



· Standards developed by international organizations like ISO and IEC have also been incorporated by reference. Is it reasonable to expect these organizations to make their standards available, when they  who are not under under any the U.S. government’s jurisdiction, to make their standards available? 





Targeted Questions



For Dirk Breedveld, NEN (on the phone)



· Earlier this year, the same issue came up in the Netherlands with respect to your Buildings Decree. I understand that your Supreme Court issued a decision in June on copyright of standards referenced in Dutch law. Can you please tell us a little more about what happened? 


· Following the Supreme Court’s decision, has there been any continued discussion of the matter? Does the issue receive any attention in your media, for example? 





For Michael Goldenberg, FERC



· How many standards has FERC incorporated by reference into regulation? 


· Has FERC considered developing its own standards instead of relying on the private sector? What was the result of that analysis? 


· What would happen if FERC had to pay SDOs to develop standards so they could be made freely available? 


· What can government agencies do to make sure that the most current versions of standards are IBRincorporated by reference? 





For Rae McQuade, NAESB



· Your organization’s response to the NARA Federal Register notice petition was very detailed in outlining exactly how NAESB makes its documents available for review. Could you please share that information with the audience?



· Is versioning an issue when NAESB standards are IBRincorporated by reference? (For example, a 2003 version is referenced when a newer version exists.) How do you handle this? 


· Does NAESB make IBR incorporated standards available today, in some form (read-only, etc.)? If NAESB was required to make all of its IBR incorporated standards available for free, what would happen?



· Do you often receive requests for information on IBR incorporated standards? How do you handle these requests?





For Tom O’Brien, ASTM International



· ASTM International does a lot of work with small and medium-sized enterprises. Do you have any special programs in place for these groups to enhance their access? 



· Is versioning an issue when ASTM’s standards are IBRincorporated by reference? (For example, a 2003 version is referenced when a newer version exists.) How do you handle this? 


· Does ASTM International make IBR incorporated standards available today, in some form (read-only, etc.)? If ASTM International was required to make all of its IBR incorporated standards available for free, what would happen?



· Do you often receive requests for information on IBR incorporated standards? How do you handle these requests?





For Esa Sferra-Bonistalli, USCG



· The Coast Guard has developed a well-regarded approach to the incorporation of standards. How many standards has the Coast Guard incorporated by reference into regulation? 


· Has the Coast Guard considered developing its own standards instead of relying on the private sector? What was the result of that analysis? 


· What would happen if the Coast Guard had to pay SDOs to develop make incorporated standards so they could be made freely available? 


· What can government agencies do to make sure that the most current versions of standards are IBRincorporated by reference? 





For Clark Silcox, NEMA



· When a NEMA standard is IBRincorporated by reference, does the regulation typically make reference to the full standard or just a portion of it? 


· Is versioning an issue when NEMA standards are IBRincorporated? (For example, a 2003 version is referenced when a newer version exists.) How do you handle this? 


· Does NEMA make IBR incorporated standards available today in some form (read-only, etc.)? If NEMA was required to make all of its IBR incorporated standards available for free, what would happen?



· Do you often receive requests for information on IBR incorporated standards? How do you handle these requests?





For Peter Strauss, Columbia Law School



· You coordinated the Federal Register petition to NARA, and hadwhich included some discussion there about the criteria for reasonable availability. Can you please elaborate on your views? 



· In its comments on the Federal Register petition,  I understand you were also involved in the American Bar Association’s Section on Administrative Law and Regulatory Practice’s response to the OMB Federal Register notice. The ABA text refers suggested that it would be sufficient to making  for incorporated standards to be available in “read-only” format, and acknowledgeds that some SDOs already do sothis. I understand that you were involved in preparing these comments.  Your petition to NARA the Federal Register also statesseems to take a similar position, urging that documents must be “electronically accessed for reading without cost.” This is a somewhat different approach than some oOthers have taken a different approach, which is to state thatarguing that standards are the law and should be available for free – ostensibly giving muchwithout the limitations of a “read-only” format. more access and control to standards users than a “read-only” scenario would permit. Can you please explore this distinction? 	Comment by ebremer: Technically, the comments were from the AdLaw Section, not the ABA, but this is admittedly quite a mouthful.  Thoughts?





For Vanessa Allen Sutherland, PHMSA, DOT



· In July, PHMSA hosted a workshop on incorporation by reference that focused onabout IBR  and the implementation of section 24 of the Pipeline Safety Bill. In your view, what were some of the key takeaways from that the discussion at the workshop? 


· How many standards has the DOT Department of Transportation incorporated by reference into regulation? 
	Comment by ebremer: She may only know the number for PHMSA—should we narrow the question to just her agency?  I have the same question for the remainder of the questions in this section.

· Has the DOT Department of Transportation considered developing its own standards instead of relying on the private sector? What was the result of that analysis? 


· What would happen if the Department of Transportation DOT had to pay SDOs to develop standards so they could be made freely available? 


· What can government agencies do to make sure that the most current versions of standards are IBRincorporated by reference? 





For Rachel Weintraub, Consumer Federation of America



· In response to the OMB Office of Management and Budget’s request for information on Circular A-119Federal Register notice, your organization stated that citizens should have “unfettered access” to standards that have been incorporated by reference into U.S. law. How do you define “unfettered?”


· [bookmark: _GoBack]Consumer groups contribute to standards development though involvement in individual standards creation efforts and through international efforts such as ISO’s Committee on Consumer Policy (COPOLCO). Given time and resource constraints, do you have any suggestions on for how consumer groups and SDOs can most effectively work together in standards creation development activities? 
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